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Abstract
Speech emotion recognition (SER) has many challenges,

but one of the main challenges is that each framework does not
have a unified standard. In this paper, we propose SpeechEQ, a
framework for unifying SER tasks based on a multi-scale uni-
fied metric. This metric can be trained by Multitask Learning
(MTL), which includes two emotion recognition tasks of Emo-
tion States Category (EIS) and Emotion Intensity Scale (EIS),
and two auxiliary tasks of phoneme recognition and gender
recognition. For this framework, we build a Mandarin SER
dataset - SpeechEQ Dataset (SEQD). We conducted experi-
ments on the public CASIA and ESD datasets in Mandarin,
which exhibit that our method outperforms baseline methods by
a relatively large margin, yielding 8.0% and 6.5% improvement
in accuracy respectively. Additional experiments on IEMOCAP
with four emotion categories (i.e., angry, happy, sad, and neu-
tral) also show the proposed method achieves a state-of-the-art
of both weighted accuracy (WA) of 78.16% and unweighted ac-
curacy (UA) of 77.47%.
Index Terms: Speech Emotion Recognition, Multi-task Learn-
ing, Phoneme Recognition, Gender Recognition

1. Introduction
Emotions, an “implicit channel” that transmits explicit mes-
sages [1], play a vital role in human communication. Speech
is an important carrier of emotion and the easiest way to record
information completely. Modern people usually communicate
by phone or through APPs. Unfortunately, existing technolo-
gies lack standards for speech emotion information. If de-
signed a unified SER framework that automatically recognizes
the human emotional state categories (ESC), such as happy, sad,
anger, and its emotional intensity scales (EIS) expressed in nat-
ural speech, the intelligence systems can better perceive human
thoughts and have better interactivity.

Recently, deep-learning-based approaches show great per-
formance in extracting hidden speech information, including
age [2], facial expression [3] and emotion, etc.

The improvement of network architecture with recurrent
neural networks (RNN) and attention mechanism [4, 5], or an-
alyzing and fusing the textual modal information [6, 7] has
demonstrated impressive results in solving SER problem. How-
ever, since emotion is a complex psychological process, a single
task may not be sufficient to capture complicated emotional fea-
tures.

Using a transfer model for different tasks can also improve
accuracy. Because it essentially uses external knowledge to
make the model more robust. To capture emotional information,
researchers combine the power of automatic speech recognition
(ASR) with natural language processing (NLP) into the SER
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network structure to improve model performance [8, 9]. How-
ever, their solutions are to fuse the information of different tasks
in the last few layers (high-level features) of the network, which
makes the information of different tasks difficult to communi-
cate with each other. In fact, the information of different tasks is
intrinsically correlated with each other. In SER, the speed and
the way of speaking will affect the expression of human emo-
tions. Therefore, a unified model will comprehensively consider
these factors to give a reasonable inference.

Multi-task learning (MTL) uses a shared backbone model
to simultaneously optimize multiple objectives in different
tasks. The advantage comes from side information and cross-
regularization of different tasks. At the same time, joint opti-
mization also brings challenges [10]. In SER, MTL provides an
idea for the model to learn multimodal information simultane-
ously [9, 11, 12]. However, these methods use only one dataset
for training and testing, which leads to a lack of model general-
ization.

Unsupervised learning utilizes multiple datasets to gener-
ate high-quality speech features [13, 14] for SER. However,
this method does not fully exploit hidden information in these
datasets.

The released SER datasets have: (1) content-dependent
(such as IEMOCAP [15]) or content independent (such as
RAVDESS [16], ESD [17], CREMA-D [18]); (2) contain EIS
(such as IEMOCAP, CREMA-D, RAVDESS) or not (CASIA
[19]); (3) lack a unified standard for the ESC in each dataset.

To find this unifying criterion, we took inspiration from
psychologists’ theories of emotion. One of the most well-
known theories is the emotional wheel proposed by Psychol-
ogist Robert Plutchik. He theorized 8 emotions with 24 “pri-
mary”, “secondary”, and “tertiary” dyads [20]. Later, E. Cam-
bria et al. [21] updated his theory and created the hourglass of
emotions - he divided emotion into 4 dimensions, but reversed
the position of each emotion, such that the intensity of emotion
on each dimension could be a numerical value. These theories
give us an idea to create a calculable metric for speech emo-
tions. And the main contributions of our works are as follows:

• This paper proposed SpeechEQ, using a multi-scale uni-
fied metric, SpeechEQ Metric (SEQM), that unifies all
frameworks. It can be trained with an MTL framework to
simultaneously perform two emotion recognition tasks,
ESC and EIS, and two auxiliary tasks of phoneme recog-
nition and gender recognition;

• We build a Mandarin SER dataset - SpeechEQ dataset
(SEQD) to demonstrate that using this metric, the emo-
tion recognition accuracy of each Mandarin SER dataset
can be improved;

• The effectiveness of this method is also verified on the
public English SER dataset IEMOCAP;
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2. Methodology
2.1. Multiscale Unified Metric

In order to unify different frameworks into a unified standard,
we need a metric. Inspired by the emotional hourglass theory,
we divide human emotions into 8 ESC. Then, use a numerical
value to represent the intensity of the emotion: a value from 1
to 4 represents the EIS from low to high. Finally, very weak
emotions with low EIS values ranging from 0 to 1 are defined
as the 9th category – Neutral. We name it, the SpeechEQ metric
(SEQM), shown in Figure 1. With this metric, multiple datasets
can be fused into a Multiscale Unified Dataset (MsUD) – a label
unification mechanism.
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Figure 1: the SpeechEQ Metric for SER.

In modeling, since emotion categories are independent of
each other, but the discrimination of emotional intensity is
vague, sometimes indistinguishable, our proposed model will
classify emotions into 9 categories and regress emotional inten-
sity. To create the gold label for training, if the EIS is divided
into 3 levels (i.e., low, medium, high), the gold label will be set
to 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 (neutral is 0). If with 2 levels, set them to 2
and 3 respectively. If emotional intensity has been recorded in
other forms, rescale to the range of 1 to 4.

2.2. SpeechEQ Dataset

To test the effectiveness of the SEQM, we constructed the
SpeechEQ Dataset (SEQD), a content-independent Mandarin
SER dataset, to help us improve the overall model performance
in Mandarin SER tasks. This dataset contains a total of 2.3
hours of speech, 1648 audio clips from 20 speakers (10 males
and 10 females) at a sampling rate of 16kHz and a precision
of 16 bits. It was recorded with a Huawei phone in a medium-
sized conference room at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of about
20dB. The speaker is about 20cm from the microphone, sitting
in the center of the room. See Table 1 for details (Neutral is 73).

Table 1: Number of utterances in SEQD with emotions and level
(use its Medium emotion name to represent overall ESC).

Trust Joy Anticipation Anger Disgust Sadness Surprise Fear

Low 62 59 60 72 66 61 61 72
Medium 62 63 65 77 73 77 63 63
High 70 59 60 71 67 62 70 60

To build this dataset, each speaker independently wrote 3
to 5 sentences describing the emotion for each of the 25 emo-
tions in the SEQM and performed it independently in the tone

of talking to someone in everyday conversation. Then, each ut-
terance was judged independently by three judges. If more than
one judge judges the recorded speech emotion to be inaccurate,
the speaker is notified to re-record until all three judges agree
that the emotion is matched.

2.3. Model Structure

For the speech feature extraction, the structure of ECAPA-
TDNN [22] has efficient design structures such as Res2Net [23]
and Squeeze Excitation blocks (SE) [24]. However, it is origi-
nally for the speaker recognition task, which results in a smaller
receptive field. SER requires more frames to understand con-
textual information for more comprehensive reasoning, which
needs a larger receptive field.
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Figure 2: Network topology of the SpeechEQ framework.

In Figure 2, in the backbone model, all structures are the
same with ECAPA except Res-BiGRU (the residual structure
of bidirectional GRU) in the red background, which has been
added to SE-Res2Block that extends the receptive field. The
backend model is changed to the structure of MTL. In our SER
framework, in addition to predicting the category and intensity
of emotions, the model also predicts the phonemes in speech
and the gender of the speaker as auxiliary tasks.

2.4. Training and Inference

In the training phase, the generated predictions can have access
to the labels via blue, red, orange, and green paths to generate
loss functions respectively. For each utterance in the training
set, the blue path has access to the gold phoneme sequences
labels yp translated from text labels, the red path to the ground-
truth gender labels yg , the orange path to the gold ESC labels
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ye and the green path to the gold EIS labels yeis.
For phoneme sequence prediction (blue task), the Connec-

tionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [25] as the metric be-
tween predicted phoneme probability vectors and the given gold
phoneme sequence labels. Assuming that the number of frames
of speech features is T , the phoneme feature dimension is dp.
Thus, the CTC loss for phoneme recognition task is:
L[p] = CTC

(
y′
p, yp

)
, where y′

p = softmax (ŷp) ∈ PT×dp

(1)
For classification of emotion and gender (red and organce

task), the proposed classification tasks are trained with a focal
loss (FL) [26] with a tunable parameter γ. Assume the gender
and ESC feature dimension is dg (=2) and de (=9). The loss for
ESC and gender recognition tasks is in Equation 2, the sign ∗
denotes either g for gender, or e for ESC:

L[∗] = FL (ŷ∗, y∗, γ) , where ŷ∗ ∈ Pd∗ (2)

For regression of EIS (green task), the Lin’s Concordance
Correlation Coefficient (CCC) [27] is used. Let L[eis] denote
the loss function for EIS:

L[eis] = 1− CCC (ŷeis, yeis) , where ŷeis ∈ P (3)

We introduce a hyper-parameter α, β, η to combine four
losses into a single one L. α controls the relative importance of
the CCC loss for EIS, β of CTC loss for phoneme recognition, η
of classification loss for gender recognition. Finally, the model
will be optimized with the following objective w.r.t θ:

min
θ

L = L[e] + αL[eis] + βL[p] + ηL[g] (4)

In the training process, the ASR dataset, gender dataset,
and emotion dataset are respectively converted to speech fea-
tures and sent to the network, and their corresponding losses
are calculated separately. Finally, combine these losses into one
loss to optimize the entire model.

However, in EIS tasks, some data do not have labels as-
signed. For this type of data, here’s a label ignore mechanism
for unspecified EIS labels by setting a mask, i.e., temporarily
setting them to a fake value of -1 when building the gold labels.
During training, these values can be captured and masked by
replacing any label value in the mini-batch satisfied ŷeis < 0
with the predicted such that there is no error between the pre-
dicted value and the gold label value. To prevent the value from
exceeding the value range, a clipping function is designed to
clip the value to the range of 0 to 4, yeis = clip (ŷeis). The
pseudo-code for the detailed training process is in Algorithm 1.

At inference time, two auxiliary tasks are abandoned, and
only emotion recognition tasks with ESC and EIS are retained
(yellow background in Figure 2). Next, the emotion category
softmax can be replaced by the argmax operator, and select the
most probable emotion class label as an output.

2.5. Data Augmentation

Since ASR data are recorded in a neutral tone at a moderate
speech rate, yet the SER data contains various speech rates and
intonations, we will use the package of librosa [28] to adjust
the pitch (randomly select pitch parameter from -3 to 3) and
the speed (randomly select speed parameter from 0.8 to 1.3)
of each utterance during training. Additionally, all data used
for training will be augmented by probabilistically adding noise
with an SNR ranging from 10dB to 25dB, and reverberation.

3. Experiments
In this paper, a total of 2 parts of the experiment will be per-
formed. The purpose of experiment 1 is to verify whether the

Algorithm 1 SpeechEQ Training Policy
Input: Speech feature inputs xg , xp, xe from gender, phoneme, and emotion

datasets respectively
Output: Corresponding predicted gender, phoneme, and ESC, and EIS labels yg ,

yp, ye, yeis

1: initialize model parameters M (θ; x)
2: for n ∈ [1, end] do
3: for ith mini-batch in dataLoader do
4: prepare input speech features x(i)

g , x(i)
p , x(i)

e

5: prepare output gold labels y(i)
g , y(i)

p , y(i)
e , y(i)

eis

6: get predictions from multi-datasets:

7: ŷ(i)
g ← M

(
θ; x(i)

g

)
,

8: ŷ(i)
p ← M

(
θ; x(i)

p

)
,

9: ŷ(i)
e , ŷ

(i)
eis ← M

(
θ; x(i)

e

)

10: /* label ignore mechanism */
11: for jth element in mini-batch do
12: if ŷ(i,j)

eis < 0 then
13: y

(i,j)
eis ← clip

(
ŷ
(i,j)
eis

)

14: end if
15: end for
16: get FL loss for gender L[g] using Equation 2
17: get CTC loss for phoneme L[p] using Equation 1
18: get FL loss for ESC L[e] using Equation 2
19: get CCC loss for EIS L[eis] using Equation 3
20: merge losses with L using Equation 4
21: create and apply gradients with optimizer:
22: update model parameters θ;
23: end for
24: end for

Table 2: Dataset details, abbreviation: N-neutral, A-angry, H-
happy, S-sad, F-fear, D-disgust, Sr-surprise, Exc-excited.

Dataset Used Labels Level Language

SEQD SEQM emotions 3 levels Mandarin
CASIA A, F, H, N, S, Sr unspecified Mandarin
ESD A, H, N, S unspecified Mandarin+English
RAVDESS A, H, N, S 2 levels English
CREMA-D A, H, N, S 3 levels+unspecified English
IEMOCAP A, H(+Exc), N, S continuous English

MsUD and MTL are helpful to improve the accuracy of each
dataset in Mandarin. Experiment 2 confirms that our method is
also helpful to the public English dataset – IEMOCAP.

3.1. Datasets and Metrics

Multiple datasets will be used in these experiments, shown in
Table 2. The dataset for gender recognition uses the merging of
all used SER datasets (training set). For phoneme and emotion
recognition tasks, they are determined by different experiments.

Experiment 1: For the CASIA dataset, we perform a
leave-one-fold-out ten-fold cross-validation experiment. For
the SEQD dataset, we give a fixed test set of 155 utterances.
The ESD dataset uses its given test set (Mandarin part, except
Surprise). The MsUD is built by the training part of SEQD,
CASIA, ESD (Mandarin part, except Surprise). The phoneme
recognition training for Mandarin uses aishell-1 [29]. The
phoneme gold label is built by the given transcript translated
into INITIALS and FINAL TONE3 by the package pypinyin,
then converted to an integer through the phoneme dictionary
(dictionary size is 202, with 21 initials, 36 finals, 5 tones, 1
silence). The test metrics for the ESC are weighted accuracy
(WA), unweighted accuracy (UA), and the EIS uses the mean
square error (MSE). The unweighted accuracy of important
emotions (UAi) with neutral, happy, angry, and sad maybe also
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Table 3: Ablation study of the proposed model on Mandarin
datasets compared with baseline model.

Experiment CASIA ESD SEQD
Acc Acc WA UA UAi MSE

Baseline 93.27% 89.43% 55.83% 53.87% 64.24% 1.04
w/o MTL w/o MsUD 88.52% 86.76% 46.71% 45.04% 52.64% 0.98
SpeechEQ 96.45% 93.25% 66.14% 65.25% 86.91% 0.68
w/o MTL 95.32% 92.33% 62.47% 61.56% 85.45% 0.67
w/o MsUD 93.15% 90.46% 52.24% 51.30% 67.20% 0.73
w/o MTL w/o MsUD 92.58% 89.67% 51.18% 50.16% 55.01% 0.71

listed. If the number of test samples for each class is the same
(WA=UA), we denote it as Acc. Finally, the average score of
each cross-validation result is taken as the final performance
score. For datasets that do not have EIS labels (i.e., CASIA and
ESD), it is trained using the label ignore mechanism.

Experiment 2: For IEMOCAP, we select 4 emotions (i.e.,
angry, happy+excited, sad, and neutral) – Table 2. The experi-
mental setup is the same as the cited system in Table 4. We use
the “dominance” value as its EIS, and rescale them from a range
of 1 to 5, to a range of 1 to 4. Then, randomly split the train/test
into a 4:1 ratio and perform a 5-fold cross-validation. The
MsUD is built by important emotions of RAVDESS, CREMA-
D, ESD (English part). The phoneme recognition for English
uses Librispeech [30]. Transcripts can be directly translated into
phonemes as gold labels via the dictionary CMUDict [31] (dic-
tionary size is 85, with 84 phonemes and 1 silence). Unspecified
EIS labels are trained with the label ignore mechanism. The test
metrics are the same as in Experiment 1.

3.2. Hyper-parameters

For the speech feature, all datasets will be resampled to the
sample rate at 16kHz and precision of 16 bits, and use the
80-dimensional Mel Filter-Banks feature extracted using the li-
brosa package with frame size 25ms, hop size 10ms with Ham-
ming window. The channel parameter C in the convolutional
layers for the proposed network is 256. The dimension of the
bottleneck in the SE-Block and the attention module is set to
128. The scale dimensions in the Res2Block are set to 8. The
tunable parameter γ in FL is 10.

In the first stage, the parameters α, β, η of the combined
loss are initially set to be 1, 0.1, 0.1 respectively for fast conver-
gence of each task. All networks are optimized with the Adam
optimizer [32] with a learning rate of 1e-4 and weight-decay of
1e-5. The mini-batch size for training is 32.

In the fine-tune stage, both of combined loss parameters β
and η gradually decreased from 0.1 to 0.01. Furthermore, the
learning rate decreased from 1e-4 to 1e-6.

3.3. Evaluation Results

Experiment 1: The baseline model of CNN+RNN+Attention
shares the same backbone model with [11]. Ablation studies are
performed on the SpeechEQ framework with or without MTL
or MsUD compared to the baseline model.

The results are presented in Table 3, and the EIS value
distribution of Neutral, Low, Medium and High for training
and testing set of SpeechEQ are shown in the Figure 3a, 3b.
Experimental results demonstrate that the feature extractor of
SpeechEQ outperforms the baseline model with or without the
help of MsUD and MTL. Although adding auxiliary tasks of
gender recognition and phoneme recognition improves the ac-
curacy, training models on only a single dataset have limited im-

Figure 3: EIS value distributions of Neutral, Low, Medium and
High for training and testing set on SEQD (for SpeechEQ).
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Table 4: Ablation study of the proposed model on IEMOCAP
compared with cited SER results. The MSE for EIS at SpeechEQ
and “w/o MTL w/o MsUD” are 0.74 and 0.81 respectively.

Model WA UA

CTC+Attention [33] 67% 69%
BiGRU [34] 66.6% 70.5%
MTL+Attention [12] 76.4% 70.1%
Head Fusion [35] 76.18% 76.36%

SpeechEQ (ours) 78.16% 77.47%
w/o MTL w/o MsUD 73.20% 74.62%

provement. Without the use of MTL, the accuracy of the model
is significantly improved after adding a MsUD. Combining the
two approaches, the accuracy of the model is further improved
on both models. From this result, it can be seen that training
the model with either MsUD or MTL, or their combination, im-
proves the accuracy of each dataset. Meanwhile, the regression
task of EIS will also be more convergent.

Experiment 2: Compares the evaluation accuracy of train-
ing with or without MsUD and MTL, as well as other cited sys-
tems trained and tested only with IEMOCAP (results copied
directly from the reference) in Table 4. It is proved that the
SpeechEQ framework is also applicable to the English dataset:
using MsUD (with external data and labels) and MTL can sig-
nificantly improve the ESC accuracy of the model, and further
improve the state-of-the-art results by about 2%. At the same
time, the EIS regression task is more convergent.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose SpeechEQ, a framework for unifying
emotion recognition tasks: (1) it unifies all SER frameworks
with a multi-scale unified metric - SpeechEQ Metric; (2) it can
be trained on an MTL framework to perform not only ESC clas-
sification and EIS regression, but also auxiliary tasks of gen-
der recognition and phoneme recognition. Subsequently, we
construct a Mandarin SER dataset - SEQD, to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method in improving model performance.
Finally, two experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method on both Mandarin and English SER tasks.
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